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ABSTRACT
Identifying a bicluster, or submatrix of a gene expression dataset wherein the genes express
similar behavior over the columns, is useful for discovering novel functional gene interactions. In this article, we introduce a new algorithm for finding biClusters with Linear
Patterns (CLiP). Instead of solely maximizing Pearson correlation, we introduce a fitness
function that also considers the correlation of complementary genes and conditions. This
eliminates the need for a priori determination of the bicluster size. We employ both greedy
search and the genetic algorithm in optimization, incorporating resampling for more robust
discovery. When applied to both real and simulation datasets, our results show that CLiP is
superior to existing methods. In analyzing RNA-seq fly and worm time-course data from
modENCODE, we uncover a set of similarly expressed genes suggesting maternal dependence. Supplementary Material is available online (at www.liebertonline.com/cmb).
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1. INTRODUCTION

T

raditional clustering methods, such as hierarchical clustering ( Johnson, 1967), K-means
clustering (Hartigan, 1972), self-organizing maps (Tamaryo et al., 1999), and model-based methods
(Banfield and Raftery, 1993; Ben-Dor et al., 2003; Fraley and Raftery, 2002; Mclachian and Basford, 1998)
can organize gene expression data into clusters of genes possessing similar expression profiles over the whole
set of given experimental conditions. However, the intrinsic complexity of gene expression data, especially
when the experimental conditions are diverse, suggests that identifying groups of genes exhibiting local,
rather than global, association patterns is a better strategy for obtaining biologically relevant results. For this
purpose, biclustering is a useful data-mining technique, involving the simultaneous clustering of genes and
experimental conditions in a gene expression matrix. This allows the discovery of subsets of genes that are
co-regulated or co-expressed only under certain experimental conditions.
It is worthwhile to note that the term ‘‘biclustering’’ has been used in the literature to refer to very
different ideas. Methods range from requiring a complete partition of the data matrix, wherein the resultant
biclusters must be distinct in both the gene and condition dimensions, to imposing no constraints on the
number of genes, conditions, or the degree of overlap in the biclusters. This is discussed in greater detail in
the literature review by Madeira and Oliveira (2004).
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The performance of a biclustering algorithm hinges upon the choice of a similarity measure and fitness
function, as well as the way in which optimization of the fitness function is implemented. With regard to the
former, the similarity measure and fitness function define the kind of local pattern of interest. Existing
algorithms can capture a constant pattern (bij = l, where bij is an element of the bicluster submatrix of
genes and conditions B) (Hartigan, 1975; Busygin et al., 2002); the additive model (bij = l + ai + cj) (Getz
et al., 2000; Califano et al., 2004; Sheng et al., 2003); and the multiplicative model (bij = l · ai · cj or
equivalently B = a $ cT , where a and c are column vectors) (Cheng and Church, 2000; Yang et al., 2003;
Wang et al., 2002; Lazzeroni and Owen, 2002; Segal et al., 2003; Tang et al., 2001; Klugar et al., 2003;
Hochreiter et al., 2010). The term coherent model has been used in the literature to describe biclusters with
either additive or multiplicative patterns, to distinguish it from the more inflexible constant model (Madeira
and Oliveira, 2004). Another common pattern is the model of coherent evolutions, which has also been
referred to in some papers as a scaling pattern (Li et al., 2009). We caution that the term ‘‘scaling pattern’’
is ambiguous, and can also refer to the multiplicative model (Aguilar-Ruiz, 2005); for clarity, we adhere to
the term ‘‘coherent evolutions.’’ This model describes a consistent linear ordering of expression values
across the conditions, and can therefore capture patterns involving both up- and down-regulated genes
(Ben-Dor et al., 2003; Tang et al., 2001; Murali and Kasif, 2003; Liu and Wang, 2003; Mclachian and
Basford, 1998; Li et al., 2009).
A more general variant of the constant and coherent models is the linear model, where bij = li + aicj
(equivalently, B = a $ cT + l1 with 1 the matrix of all ones and l = Diag(l1 ‚ . . . ‚ ld ) a diagonal matrix). In
this model, any two rows (genes) in the bicluster hold an exact linear relationship. The linear model
generalizes the previous models: all but one of them are specific versions of this model, the exception being
the loosely defined coherent evolution model. The Pearson correlation coefficient is commonly used as a
similarity measure for capturing linear relationships, and is grandly useful for its generality. However, with
noisy data, using Pearson correlation can result in a large number of false positives, since it only assesses
the profile shape and not the profile elevation. We note that the present literature on biclustering of linear
patterns is limited. An extensive literature search only found BCCA (Bhattacharya and De, 2009), Scatter
Search (Nepomuceno et al., 2011), and geometric biclustering algorithms based on the fast Hough transform (Gan et al., 2005, 2008; Zhao et al., 2008). Literature on the other aforementioned models is richer, as
just referenced.
Given an optimality criterion for the pattern of interest, such as Pearson correlation, biclustering algorithms differ widely in how they implement optimization. Due to the combinatorial nature of the problem,
enumerative methods are computationally impractical. In fact, at its simplest, Madeira and Oliveira (2004)
have shown that the biclustering problem is NP-complete. As a result, existing methods propose means of
finding local, rather than global optima. Methods include greedy search, top-down procedures, iterative
combination of one-way clustering results, and in model-based techniques, variations on the ExpectationMaximization algorithm. Again, we refer to Madeira and Oliveira (2004) for a more thorough discussion of
these techniques.
This article introduces a new method, CLiP, for biClustering of Linear Patterns in gene expression
data. The biclusters returned by the method are flexible in form: they may share genes or conditions, and
do not represent a strict partition of the original matrix. We define similarity measures based on the
Pearson correlation, and include a variance term to exclude lowly expressed background noise. The
strength of the method lies in the design of the fitness function, which compares the association in a
bicluster with that within its complementary sets, a concept we refer to as ‘‘contrast.’’ To maximize the
fitness function, we devise a multi-step procedure that incorporates resampling for more robust discovery,
and combines both evolutionary and greedy approaches. To reduce redundancy in the results, we introduce a seed-selection step similar in spirit to those proposed in Tanay et al. (2002) and Ihmels et al.
(2002).
As mentioned earlier, directly competing methods for identifying linear patterns are BCCA (Bhattacharya and De, 2009), Scatter Search (Nepomuceno et al., 2011), and the geometric algorithms (Gan et al.,
2005, 2008; Zhao et al., 2008). BCCA uses purely greedy search to identify biclusters in which pairwise
correlation between genes meets a predefined threshold. Scatter Search employs an evolutionary algorithm
to identify biclusters with the highest average pairwise correlation by gene. The geometric algorithms cast a
bicluster as a hyperplane with a specific set of linear geometries, and optimize using the fast Hough
transform-based hyperplane-detection algorithm of Li et al. (1986). Although the geometric algorithms
present a new perspective on biclustering of linear patterns, they capture the same relationship as Pearson
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correlation. Further, these algorithms suffer from poor scalability and do not possess advantages over the
other two methods, which appeared later in the literature.
We tested the performance of CLiP on simulation and real data sets, and our results indicate that CLiP
shows significant improvement over BCCA in identifying biclusters with a local linear pattern. Our method
is also comparable with, if not better than, QUBIC (Li et al., 2009), FABIA (Hochreiter et al., 2010), ISA
(Mclachian and Basford, 1998; Ihmels et al., 2004), and BCCA in identifying additive and scaling patterns.
An indirect comparison suggests that CLiP is also superior to Scatter Search and the geometric algorithm
(both methods do not provide publicly available code). Source code for CLiP is available upon request.

2. METHODS
We split discussion of our methodology into two parts. In Section 2.1, we motivate and define our
similarity measures and fitness function. In Section 2.2, we describe our implementation for optimizing the
fitness function, as well as a procedure for eliminating redundant biclusters in the result.

2.1. Similarity measure and objective function.
Let X be an n · m matrix of expression values for n genes and m experimental conditions. Denote by
B(R, C) the submatrix given by the gene and condition subsets R and C, respectively.

2.1.1. Similarity measure. A similarity measure assesses the strength of the pattern of interest in a
submatrix as well as the relatedness of two different submatrices. Because we are interested in linear
relationships, a natural choice is to construct a similarity measure using the Pearson correlation coefficient.
As such, we introduce correlation-based similarity measures rC($,$) and rR($,$) for describing the linear
association along the gene and condition dimensions, respectively. Since correlation only evaluates the
shape of the data, we also include a measure of variance, d($,$), for excluding lowly expressed background
noise that may produce high correlations by chance. For a submatrix B(R, C), the Pearson correlation
coefficient between two genes gi = (xi1 ‚ . . . ‚ xim ) and gj = (xj1 ‚ . . . ‚ xjm ) is defined as
P
k2C (xik - xi )(xjk - xj )
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
corrC (gi ‚ gj ) = qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
2 P
2
k2C (xik - xi )
k2C (xjk - xj ) ‚
where xi denotes the average expression value of gene gi over the conditions of C. Similarly, let corrR($,$)
denote the correlation between two conditions, holding the set of genes fixed.
Generalizing from pairs of genes, we define the following similarity measures rC($,$) and rR($,$) for
submatrices in two parts: first, for comparing within a submatrix; secondly, for comparing two submatrices.
For measuring linearity within a submatrix, we define rC($,$) to be the average of all pairwise correlations between a gene and the mean vector calculated without that gene, i.e., a ‘‘leave-one-out’’ mean. The
use of a ‘‘leave-one-out’’ mean is motivated by experience; in practice, on submatrices with few rows,
including the gene under consideration in computing the mean tends to produce artificially large correlations. A measure for correlation along the condition dimension is defined in a similar way. To be precise,
1 X
corrC (gi ‚ gR(i) )
jRj gi 2R
1 X
rR (C‚ C) =
corrR (ci ‚ c(i)
C )‚
jCj c 2C
rC (R‚ R) =

i

g(i)
R

where
is the vector obtained by taking the mean across genes in R y{gi}, and c(i)
C is similarly defined.
One might notice the use of signed correlation in these measures. Because our method aims to find
consistent patterns of expression, we penalize cases of negative correlation, which indicate an inverse
regulatory relationship.
For the similarity between two different submatrices, we define a natural extension of the prior two
measures, using the same notation as before. Holding the conditions C fixed, let rC(Z, R) denote the average
correlation between genes in Z to the mean vector of R; if this is high, then many genes in Z exhibit the
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same relationship as genes in R. Similarly, rR(Y, C) describes the similarity between condition sets Y and Z,
holding genes fixed. Formally,
1 X
corrC (gi ‚ gR )
jZj gi 2Z
1 X
rR (Y‚ C) =
corrR (ci ‚ cC ):
jYj gi 2Y
rC (Z‚ R) =

As alluded to earlier, using Pearson correlation alone on noisy data can result in false positives. As an
extreme example, the Pearson correlation between (0.1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.2) and (100, 300, 100, 200) is 1, but
these two profiles are very different. The former profile represents random background noise, while the
latter represents a gene with significant expression changes across experiments. When the number of
conditions under consideration is small, as is typical for gene expression data, the chance that background
variation exhibits a linear pattern similar to a real bicluster is non-negligible. This motivates the inclusion
of a measure that quantifies the variance in expression levels within a bicluster, so as to exclude this highly
correlated low-expression noise.
Recall the definition of Euclidean distance, here taken between two genes:
normC (gi ‚ gj ) =

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
(xik - xjk )2
k2C

Below, we define our measure of variance within a bicluster, d($,$), as the average distance to the leaveone-out mean gene vector. This is similar to the standard deviation of gene expression values within the
submatrix.
d(R‚ C) =

1 X
normC (gi ‚ g(i) ):
jRj gi 2R

2.1.2. Objective function. An objective or fitness function evaluates the optimality of a bicluster
with respect to the pattern of interest, and thus depends on the choice of similarity measure. As the example
with background noise suggests, attaining maximal correlation may not be the best optimality criterion in
searching for linear patterns. More critically, a serious weakness of methods that solely maximize correlation is that they fail to include genes that exhibit the linear pattern less strongly than others, but
nonetheless belong in the bicluster. In other words, these genes may be strongly associated with those of the
bicluster, but not strongly enough to be included when maximizing correlation alone. This becomes
especially problematic with methods requiring a predefined correlation threshold, such as BCCA: all genes
failing to meet the threshold are excluded from the bicluster. As a solution to this problem, we introduce a
fitness function that favors high correlation within a bicluster and penalizes occurrence of the bicluster
pattern in complementary genes; essentially, we reward high ‘‘contrast’’ between a bicluster and its
complement. The same argument can be made for the condition dimension, prompting a similar penalty.
The fitness function is comprised of four additive components: fc, which characterizes contrast along the
gene dimension, holding conditions fixed; fr, for contrast along the condition dimension, holding rows
fixed; f, for contrast with the submatrix given by both the complement set of genes and conditions; and h, a
term based on the variance measure of the previous section. Tying these components together, we define
the fitness function C($,$) as
C(R‚ C) = fr (R‚ C) + fc (R‚ C) + f (R‚ C) + h(R‚ C):
In the paragraphs that follow, we describe each of these four components in turn.
Consider firstly the problem of maximizing contrast along the gene dimension. For the ideal submatrix
B(R, C), the correlation between genes in R on the conditions C should be maximal; at the same time, the
correlation between the genes of R and R - on the condition set C should be minimal. For the former, we
use rC(R, R) + arR(C, C) as a measure of association within the bicluster (a is explained below); for the
latter, rC(R - , R) is an intuitive choice. We base a measure of fitness along the gene dimension, fr($,$), on
these two measures, defining it as follows.
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jCj
jC - j 2
jC - j
(rC (R‚ R) + a rR (C‚ C)) arctan (k1 rC (R - ‚ R)) +
hc
m
m p
m

jC - j
jC - j
The multiplicative weights jCj
m and m , as well as the additive term m hc , penalize the size of the
bicluster. In particular, larger values of hc penalize size more heavily by requiring more substantial gains in
correlation to add conditions. As such, hc can be regarded as a tuning parameter for tightness, eliminating
the need for a priori determination of the size of the bicluster. The tuning parameter a is binary; we set
a = 0 when the interpretability of the condition subset is less important or the pattern of interest deviates
somewhat from a linear pattern. The arctan transformation and tuning parameter k1 amplify the value of
rC(R - , R) around zero, allowing for greater sensitivity to changes in rC(R - , R); these changes tend to be
small due to the large size of the complementary set of genes, R - .
For characterizing contrast along the condition dimension, we define fc similarly.

fc (R‚ C) =

jRj
jR - j 2
jR - j
(rC (R‚ R) + a rR (C‚ C)) arctan (k1 rR (C - ‚ C)) +
hr
n
n p
n

Further, we introduce a function that weighs the association within B(R, C) against that of B(R - , C - ), the
submatrix given by both complementary genes and conditions.




1 jRj jCj
1 jR - j jC - j 2
+
+
arctan (k1 rC - (R - ‚ R - ))
f (R‚ C) =
(rC (R‚ R) + a rR (C‚ C)) 2 n
m
2
n
m p


1 jR - j jC - j
+
+
h
2
n
m
Finally, we define a function for penalizing high variance within a bicluster, to avoid situations like the
background noise example of the previous section. Using the arctan transformation to restrict the range of
the measure d($,$), we arrive at the following definition for h.
h(R‚ C) = k

jRj
2
[1 - arctan (k2 d(R‚ C))]
n
p

Above, k is a tuning parameter that controls the extent to which variance is penalized, while k2 controls
sensitivity to changes in variance. As an extreme example, setting k and k2 to very large and small values,
respectively, will favor biclusters with nearly constant patterns.

2.2. Optimization.
Upon defining the fitness function, we have reduced finding a bicluster with linear pattern to a combinatorial
optimization problem. Because we are considering all possible submatrices of a high-dimensional matrix, the
search space is vast. Existing heuristic search algorithms balance computational efficiency with better

FIG. 1. A diagram of one iteration of the optimization procedure used in CLiP. In the first step, the data is randomly
partitioned into submatrices of roughly equal size. Stochastic optimization using GA is performed on each of these
submatrices to produce seeds. After filtering and joining, the seeds are used as starting values for greedy optimization
on the whole expression matrix.
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approximations to global optima. Hill climbing, here equivalent to greedy one-at-a-time modification of the
rows and conditions, is extremely efficient but deterministic, thereby depending heavily on the initialization.
In contrast, evolutionary algorithms like the genetic algorithm (GA) are stochastic and capable of multidirectional search. As such, the GA is well-suited for quickly locating a good, though likely suboptimal,
solution in a large search space. However, defining appropriate stopping criteria for the GA is tricky, especially since the algorithm can become stuck at local optima for long periods of time. Further, unlike greedy
methods, the GA can be computationally intensive.
To take advantage of the qualities of both approaches, we propose a multi-step optimization procedure
that uses the GA to identify good starting seeds for greedy optimization (Fig. 1). The steps of the procedure
are as follows: randomly partitioning the matrix by row into T submatrices; GA optimization on each of the
submatrices to produce T starting seeds; filtering and combining ‘‘similar’’ starting seeds to reduce redundancy; greedy optimization, initializing with the seeds resulting from the previous step. We discuss
each of these steps in greater detail below.

2.2.1. Optimization on random partitions. The procedure begins with randomly partitioning the
matrix into T equally sized (or as close to equally sized as possible) submatrices possessing the full set of
conditions; to be clear, each submatrix has at least Pn/TR rows, and m columns. This is done t times, so that this
step yields t · T total submatrices. We refer to the value of the tuning parameter t as the number of iterations.
Then, GA optimization of the fitness function is performed on each of these submatrices, using as
stopping criteria a maximum number of generations. In this application of the genetic algorithm, the
‘‘individuals’’ are bitstrings of length at least Pn/ TR + m, indicating set containment. We constrain the
solution space so that the number of rows and conditions cannot fall below predefined thresholds. At
minimum, a submatrix must have at least two rows and three columns for correlation to be well-defined. In
addition, we leave as tuning parameters the number of individuals in each generation, a.k.a. the population
size, and the total number of generations run. In general, initializing the GA with a larger population size
results in a more exhaustive search of the solution space, at the expense of computational efficiency.
Note that the choice of the number of partitions T directly affects the efficiency of the algorithm. For an
analysis of this dependence on T, see Supplementary Material (available online at www.liebertonline.com/cmb).
2.2.2. Filtering and joining of seed biclusters. When the number of partitions T is set to a high value,
many seeds found in the GA optimization may be uninformative. To shave computational time by reducing the
number of seeds passed to later steps, we rank them by their fitness value on the whole matrix, and retain the top
num_seeds results, where num_seeds £ T is a predefined amount. We refer to this as our filtering step.
Next, we merge similar seeds to avoid redundancy in the final results. This redundancy occurs because
true biclusters may be split in the initial partitioning of the matrix, causing many seeds to express the same
pattern. If used as initial values in the final greedy optimization, these tend to grow into essentially the same
bicluster. The procedure we adopt is similar to those of Tanay et al. (2002) and Ihmels et al. (2002). A
description of our approach is provided in Supplementary Material.
~
2.2.3. Optimization over the whole dataset. Using the TpT
seed biclusters from the previous step
as initial values, greedy optimization proceeds by iteratively adding genes, then conditions, one at a time
until the fitness function can no longer be increased.
For large datasets, this step is the main bottleneck in efficiency, requiring more time than GA optimization
on submatrices. This occurs because the number of fitness function evaluations per iteration is directly
proportional to matrix size; whereas for GA, that number depends only on the predefined initial population
size. The seed filtering and joining procedures of the previous section improve runtime in this step by cutting
down on the number of seeds, and thus the number of independent greedy searches performed. A more
rigorous analysis of the time complexity for these steps appears in Supplementary Material.

3. RESULTS
We tested the performance of CLiP on both simulation and real data sets, and compared our results to
those of BCCA and several popular biclustering methods in the literature. For the other two methods that
capture linear patterns, Scatter Search and the geometric algorithm, source code was not publicly available.
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Table 1. Default Settings of the Tuning Parameters for CLiP
5·5
t = 1, hc = hr = h = 1, a = 1, k1 = 1, k2 = 1, k = 2
Initial population size = 100, total generations = 200
Similarity threshold for rows, columns = 0.6

Minimum size
Fitness function
Genetic algorithm
Seed selection

An indirect comparison based on their published results shows that CLiP performs just as well, if not better.
The details of this comparison are given in the Supplementary Materials.
This section is organized in the following way. We first compare against BCCA on simulation data
embedded with biclusters following a linear pattern. We then evaluate CLiP’s performance in identifying
additive and scaling patterns on simulation data, and present comparisons with other methods designed to
capture these patterns. Next, we assess CLiP’s ability to identify biologically relevant relationships on five
well-studied datasets, and present a comparison with both BCCA and other methods. Finally, we present
interesting findings from applying to CLiP to fly and worm time-course RNA-seq data generated by the
modENCODE consortium.
For the analyses that follow, we use the default settings of the tuning parameters listed in Table 1 unless
otherwise specified.

3.1. Simulation data
3.1.1. Biclusters with linear patterns. For validation, we generate three very different simulation
datasets, each with two embedded non-overlapping linear biclusters. In the first data set, we consider an
ideal, low-noise setting. We embed two 10 · 10 linear biclusters with mean expression values 130 and 85,
respectively, in a matrix of size 200 · 150, allowing all other values to be 0. Then, we add mean-zero
Gaussian noise, with standard deviation ranging from 0 to 0.25. For the second dataset, we consider a more
realistic setting. We use the same biclusters as the previous dataset, but instead generate the background
expression values from a Uniform distribution on f0‚ . . . ‚ 40g. For the third and most realistic dataset, we
directly sample the distribution of expression values from the yeast cell cycle dataset of Tavazoie et al.
(1999), consisting of microarray expression data for 2884 genes over 17 experiments. To create a bicluster,
a length 10 vector c from the real dataset is drawn, and another length 10 vector a is generated with values
randomly drawn from (0, 2]. The resultant bicluster is obtained by rounding the values of acT . These
biclusters had average expression value of 5.8 and 6.4, in a matrix where the overall average expression
value was 5.5.
To compare the results of CLiP and BCCA on these datasets, we use the average module recovery score
of Prelic et al. (2006), which has been commonly used in the literature to describe the extent to which the
obtained biclusters match the true ones. This score is defined as
S(M‚ Md ) =

1 X
jGd \ Gj
‚
max
jMj G2M Gd 2Md jGd [ Gj

where M is the set of true biclusters (here, jMj = 2), Md the set of obtained biclusters, and G (Gd) is the set
of genes for the implanted (recovered) bicluster. In our evaluation, we restrict jMdj = jMj, using only the
best jMj obtained biclusters. Intuitively, the score measures the extent to which the top jMj biclusters match
the true jMj biclusters along the gene dimension. A perfect match yields a recovery score of 1.
For the first two datasets, a single iteration of CLiP was run using T = 10 partitions, an initial GA
population size of 100 and number of generations of 200. No seed filtering was done, and the similarity
threshold for the seed-joining was set to be 0.60 for both rows and conditions. For the larger third dataset,
we increase the number of partitions to T = 25. BCCA was run using the parameters suggested in the
article, Bhattacharya and De (2009).
For all three datasets, we repeated the process of generating the data (keeping biclusters fixed), running
the biclustering algorithms, and computing the recovery score five times. The scores reported in Table 2
show the average recovery scores from these five runs on the first dataset, where we vary the standard
deviation of the background noise from 0 to 0.25. These results show that even in the highly idealized
scenario of the first dataset, BCCA still makes errors, performing particularly poorly in the no-noise setting.
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Table 2.

Comparison of CLiP and BCCA on the First Simulation Dataset
Recovery score

Noise level (r)

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

CLiP
BCCA

1
0.2

1
0.81

1
0.8

1
0.7

1
0.65

1
0.7

This can be attributed to the fact that without noise, the rows of the true biclusters are perfectly correlated
on the entire set of conditions: by design, the entries for the complement conditions are all zero. BCCA
does not eliminate these conditions in their search because it is only concerned with maximizing correlation, for which the addition of these zeroes has no effect.
For the second dataset, CLiP obtained an average recovery score of 0.85, and BCCA 0.20. In each of the
five runs, CLiP recovered the true genes of at least one of the biclusters. In all but one case of inexact
match, CLiP was off from the truth by one or two genes. By comparison, BCCA obtained only two true
rows from each bicluster in all five simulations. Furthermore, the conditions found by CLiP also match
those of the true biclusters in all but a few cases. In these cases, the results CLiP obtained are only off from
the truth by at most two conditions.
On the third dataset, CLiP attained an average recovery score of 0.89. In comparison, BCCA attained an
average recovery score of 0.03.

3.1.2. Biclusters with constant, coherent, and coherent evolution patterns. As described in the
Introduction, many methods exist for identifying patterns which are versions of the linear pattern. We
demonstrate the versatility of our method in this section by showing that CLiP performs well in capturing
these other patterns. Specifically, we compare CLiP with the methods FABIA (Hochreiter et al., 2010),
QUBIC (Li et al., 2009), ISA (Mclachian and Basford, 1998; Ihmels et al., 2004), and BCCA in recovering
biclusters with constant, additive, and coherent evolution patterns. We note that for showing that the
method can capture coherent patterns in general, it is enough to use datasets with additive patterns, since
the multiplicative model can be expressed as an additive model after taking logarithms.
For datasets with the constant and additive patterns, we use the Prelic synthetic benchmarks (available at
www.tik.ee.ethz.ch/sop/bimax). For a model of coherent evolutions, we use the QUBIC benchmark
(available at csbl.bmb.uga.edu/*maqin/bicluster/benchmark.html).
The Prelic synthetic benchmarks consist of data for both the constant and additive patterns, under
varying levels of noise and bicluster overlap. By assessing performance under different levels of noise, we
get a sense of a method’s robustness. Assessing performance on datasets with overlapping biclusters is a
way to evaluate a method’s ability to pick out sets of co-regulated genes in biological systems of varying
complexity. The datasets with varying levels of noise are all 100 · 100 in size, and contain 10 nonoverlapping biclusters of size 10 · 5. Noise is generated from a normal distribution with zero mean, and the
different levels under consideration correspond to different standard deviations. For each level of noise, ten
replicates are generated. Datasets with overlapping biclusters contain 10 square biclusters embedded in a
100 · 100 matrix with no noise. The biclusters vary in size from 10 · 10 (no overlap) to 18 · 18, where
overlap occurs simultaneously on rows and conditions. For example, in the 15 · 15 case, any two biclusters
have a 5 · 5 submatrix in common. The expression values for these biclusters are generated from an
artificial model for gene regulation, the details of which can be found in Prelic et al. (2006).
The QUBIC benchmarks are similarly structured, consisting of 100 · 100 matrices embedded with two
different coherent evolution patterns under varying levels of noise and overlap. For completeness, we also
include comparison results for a constant pattern dataset from these benchmarks. As with the Prelic
datasets, bicluster overlap occurs simultaneously on the rows and columns, and noise is generated from a
zero-mean normal distribution under different standard deviation settings. Again, ten replicates are generated for each of these noise levels.
As before, we use the average module recovery score of Prelic et al. (2006) to assess performance, for
which self-reported information from the QUBIC, FABIA, and ISA papers was available. Because BCCA
was not evaluated on these datasets, we report results from running that method and CLiP. To produce the
CLiP results that follow, we generate T = 12 random partitions t = 3 times and perform no seed filtering.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the recovery accuracy of five biclustering algorithms on simulation data for the constant,
coherent, and coherent evolution models with varying levels of noise and overlap.

We also increase the number of generations in GA optimization to 500 from the default setting. Because the
coherent evolution model deviates from a linear pattern, we set a = 0 for datasets with that pattern.
Our findings from this method comparison are presented in Figure 2. They show that our method
performs as well as existing methods on a wide range of expression patterns. The single exception is in one
of the coherent evolution datasets from the QUBIC benchmarks, where CLiP performed slightly worse than
QUBIC, FABIA, and ISA. In this dataset, the original bicluster pattern is comprised of genes possessing
correlation of 1 or - 1. However, the fitness function for our method is designed to capture consistent
regulation, i.e., positive row correlations. In fact, as briefly mentioned in the Methods section, negative
correlations are penalized. Thus, it is not surprising that CLiP did not perform as well on this dataset.

3.2. Real data
To assess our method’s ability to identify biologically interesting sets of genes, we examine the common
transcription factors in biclusters obtained on two well-studied yeast (S. cerevisiae) cell cycle datasets: the
Tavazoie et al. (1999) dataset from before, with 2884 genes over 17 experiments, and expression data from
Spellman et al. (1998), consisting of 6178 genes over 77 experiments.
As a performance measure, we calculate the average number of common transcription factors per
bicluster, for simplicity taking only those in the promoter regions of genes. A high number of common
transcription factors is an indicator that a set of genes is co-regulated. To identify these transcription
factors, we used the program TOUCAN 2 to examine transcription factor binding sites in the proximal
promoters of the genes from each bicluster. We consider a transcription factor ‘‘common’’ if it binds to the
promoter regions of all of the genes in the bicluster.
To produce the results shown, a single iteration of CLiP was run with the number of partitions chosen so
that each submatrix contained between 20 – 30% of all genes. No filtering was done after the GA optimization step. For BCCA, we followed the analysis outlined in Bhattacharya and De (2009), using the
reported parameters.
The results from our comparison can be found in Supplementary Material. On the whole, CLiP identified
more common transcription factors than BCCA. Furthermore, CLiP picked out transcription factors SCB
and SW15, which BCCA missed. These are well-known transcription factors in DNA replication and the
cell cycle. Because both datasets examine the yeast cell cycle, our results are more sensible.
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In cross-checking our results with those reported, we also found some discrepancies between the BCCA
results we obtained and those provided in their article. These findings are also reported in Supplementary
Material.
Three additional datasets were used for validation in the article introducing BCCA. We could not report
results for these due to technical issues in running TOUCAN 2 for these other datasets, stemming from the
program’s poor scalability. However, in keeping with the analyses performed in Bhattacharya and De
(2009), we examined the number of functionally enriched categories per bicluster for all five datasets. A
table summarizing these datasets and the details of this second analysis are presented in Supplementary
Material.

3.3. Application to modENCODE time-course RNA-seq data
The modENCODE consortium generated RNA-Seq time-course data for developmental stages in D.
melanogaster (common fruit fly) (The modENCODE Consortium et al., 2010) and C. elegans (a nematode
worm) (Gerstein et al., 2010). We applied CLiP to the set of orthologous genes to identify any shared
functional relationships in worm and fly. Because the functional roles of certain genes are more wellunderstood for some species than others, clustering with two species can aid in identifying gene function in
the less studied case. In this application, CLiP identified a set of genes that may play a role in embryonic
growth and oogenesis, suggesting maternal dependence. Worm maternal effect genes, however, are less
well-characterized in the literature relative to fly. The results from our method thus provide possible leads
for further investigation in worm.
The data is comprised of one RNA-Seq sample for each of the 30 developmental stages in fly and 14
developmental stages in worm; these developmental stages are illustrated in Figure 3. Read alignment for
fly was performed with Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009) and for worm, with MAQ (Li and Durbin, 2009).
Using TreeFam (Li et al., 2006), 3574 pairs of one-to-one orthologous genes were identified between the
species. For each orthologous gene pair, estimates of expression were obtained from Cufflinks (Trapnell,
2010), and the output fragments per KB per million (FPKMs) were normalized within both the fly and
worm time courses. Using these normalized FPKMs, we constructed a 3574 · 44 matrix with orthologous
genes pairs as rows, and developmental stages for fly and worm as columns.
The bicluster with largest fitness value found by running CLiP on this matrix is represented as a heatmap
in Figure 4. This bicluster contains 178 orthologous gene pairs with 27 fly stages (i.e., all except ‘‘Embryo
0–2h,’’ ‘‘Embryo 2–4h,’’ and ‘‘Embryo 4–6h’’) and all 14 worm stages.
The fly time-course data shows that these genes are only highly expressed in the early embryonic and
adult female stages. Conspicuously, these genes are lowly expressed in the adult male stage. These results
are consistent with the characterization of maternal effect genes as critical in early embryo development
and dependent on the genotype of the mother ( Johnston, 2002; Jorgensen and Mango, 2002).

FIG. 3.

The developmental stages of D. melanogaster and C. elegans.
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FIG. 4. The bicluster of best fitness obtained from running CLiP on modENCODE RNA-seq time-course data for
orthologous genes in fly and worm. This bicluster contains 178 genes and 27 conditions.

We see analogous results for worm, a species that is dominantly hermaphrodite, i.e., they produce both
eggs and sperm. As with fly, these genes are highly expressed in only the embryonic and adult stages; and,
rather crucially, even under disrupted spe-9 function. Worms with this mutation experience defective sperm
production (Singson et al., 1998), suggesting that the high expression of these genes can be attributed solely
to oogenesis, or a maternal effect.
The similarity of the expression pattern between fly and worm suggests that these genes have similar
functions in the two species.
To validate our findings, we performed Primary Gene Ontology analysis using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) software (Huang et al., 2009b,a). Through a
gene set enrichment analysis, DAVID found that the genes in the identified bicluster are significantly
enriched in two functional categories: ‘‘oogenesis’’ and ‘‘embryonic development.’’ We observed that 119
out of the 178 (66.9%) bicluster genes fell into these two categories, compared to 1649 out of the total 3574
(46.1%) orthologous genes were observed in these two categories. A Fisher’s exact test shows that the
found bicluster has a significantly higher percentage ( p & 10 - 8) of genes related to oogenesis and embryonic development compared to the entire set of orthologous genes considered. These findings corroborate our biological interpretation of the biclustering results. In addition, known maternal effect genes in fly
were recovered in the results.

4. DISCUSSION
We have introduced a new method, CLiP, for finding biclusters with linear patterns. Real data application results show that CLiP performs well for both microarray and RNA-seq gene expression data.
An advantage of CLiP over existing techniques lies in the design of the fitness function. Rather than
solely maximizing Pearson correlation, the fitness function rewards high contrast between a bicluster and
its surrounding environment. This method eliminates the need for predeterminination of bicluster size. In
addition, unlike BCCA, our method does not establish a heuristic correlation threshold during optimization.
This facet of the BCCA optimization procedure could largely account for the poor performance we
observed in our method comparison results.
Concerning computational efficiency, CLiP does not present a runtime advantage over existing methods.
In fact, on the YCCD dataset of the Results section, we find that CLiP runs two times slower than BCCA.
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This disadvantage does not diminish the contribution of our method, because CLiP offers a significant
improvement over existing performance results. A detailed time complexity analysis and discussion of the
runtime of our algorithm can be found in Supplementary Material.
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